Subscribing to email lists at SIMES

Email lists are useful for receiving information about seminars etc. Your department may subscribe you automatically. If not, you can request to join an email list.

SIMES lists

SIMES has several lists that are used to announce seminars, due dates for award submissions, and other information that needs to reach multiple people in a specific category.

- SIMES_PI_CO: for faculty and scientists who are PIs
- SIMES_Scientists: for scientists
- SIMES_General: for postdocs, grad students, staff and others.
- simes_at_slac: for those who have offices at SLAC. Used for information that would be spam for those who primarily reside on Stanford campus.

You should be added to these lists by the admin team when you join SIMES as a scientist, student, postdoc, faculty or staff member. Or ask the person who “on boarded” you to add you to the lists.

Physics Department lists

Information about subscribing to Physics Department email lists is on this page:

https://physics.stanford.edu/subscribing-email-distribution-lists